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THE PROBLEM OF SPECIALTY TRAINISG
As we mull over the preliminary material, and as we prepare to organize a larger conference on orthodontic education, a number of questions arise. How is the present demand for orthodontics being met? On the basis of a five-year study of projections made in 1957, are we keeping pace with population increase and building for the future! What is the current status of orthodontic specialty training with respect to student selection, educational facilities, adequacy of faculty, and course material being presented! What recommendations would we like to make, based on our analysis of the present status? What kind of job is being done now with undergraduate orthodontic education, and what changes should be made to strengthen this vital part of dental education ? Since we constantly admonish each student concerning his sacred obligation to himself and his community after he graduates, do we provide him with the opportunity in adequate continuation and refresher coursesB How can we implement G. V. Black's maxim that "a professional man cannot be other than a continuous student ' ' ?
The major part of this article is devoted to adequacy of orthodontic specialty training, according to present conditions and current trends. Solving some of the problems here will help immeasurably in undergraduate and continuation education. NEED FOR ORTHODONTICS AND ORTHODONTISTS.
In September, 1959, a report entitled "Orthodontics in 1969" appeared in .the AMERICAN JOURNAL OF ORTHO-
DONTICS.~
It was based on more than 1300 questionnaires answered by orthodontists and attempted to make projections for the next ten years. The report indicated that there will be a greater need for orthodontics and orthodontists in the next ten years. The four-year period that has elapsed since this questionnaire was sent out confirms the projection. There are more than 20,000,OOO children under 5 years of age, and 4,000,OOO babies are being born each year. There are 34,000,OOO children between 5 and 13 years of age, representing a 40 per cent increase in the past ten years. As predicted by the Census Bureau, an even greater increase is taking place in the number of children of orthodontic age, the lo-to 19-year age group. By 1969 there will be 13,000,OOO more children in this group. There are 66,000,OOO children under 18 years of age right now.
Since various surveys show that approximately one-half of all children born could profit from orthodontic guidance and that at least one-fifth actually need orthodontic care, the answer to whether there is a need for orthodontics and orthodontists, figuratively speaking, is obvious. As of mid-1961,8-10 according to the latest American Dental Association reports, there were 2,209 orthodontists for 181,428,200 persons, or one orthodontist for every 82,131 persons. There are approximately 3,000 A. A. 0. members at present.
The population per orthodontist varies broadly among states and among districts within the states. For example, Alabama has 1 orthodontist for every 182,139 persons, but the ratio for the Montgomery region is 1 to 300,167. In Arkansas the over-all state ratio is 1 to 222,613, but in the Hot Springs region it is 1 to 432,600! Lest anyone think that the South has a monopoly on such astronomical ratios, the state of lndiana has a ratio of 1 to 168,314, but the. ratio IYor the Gary district is 1 to 615,000!!!! Of interest also arc the rat,& of 1 to 11~?,40(1 for the state of Naryland and 1. to 148,571 for the Balt (Table II) , we can see the tremendous responsibility that the orthodontist faces. Even operating at the 10 per cent level, taking care of only 10 per cent of children in this 5-to 14-year age range, the smallest case load would be 485 per man in the District of Columbia and 11,967 per man in Arkansas.
In northern suburbs of Chicago, such as Wilmette, Winnetka, and Glencot:, more than 50 per cent of the children in certain school classes are current15 wearing orthodontic appliances. If this ratio were repeated on a nationwide scale, each orthodontist would be treating an astronomical number of patients-ranging from 59,834 in Arkansas, down to 35,000 in Alabama, 19,000 in Montana, 12,550 in Pennsylvania, 8,224 in Illinois, 6,816 in Missouri, and 3,166 in Nevada, just to pick a few states at random. Even this broad geographical range in available orthodontic services does not show t.he true picture. Most of the orthodontists are concentrated around the .la.rger cities. The rural population is not being served. It is not at all uncommon for a child to make a 150 t.o 200 mile round trip for each adjustment appointment in many areas of the Middle West, South, Southwest, Plains States, and Far West.
Facing these facts, our A. A. 0. membership has strongly recommendc!cl the expansion of graduate training (Fig. 1) . CURRENT 
STATUS OF ORTHODONTIC EDUCATIOS
How are we implementing the desire of t,he profession to train more orthodontists in the face of the demand for services and mounting need"2 What is the current status of orthodontic educational opportunity?
What has been OLW ra,te of growth during the past five years?
In 1958, Dr. Weber4 of the University of Tennessee sent a questionnaire to orthodontic departments with questions on current status of departmen@, student, selection, faculty make-up, school fees, etc., together with five-year Of the 47 institutions studied, 28 were giving graduate and postgraduate instruction in orthodontics (Fig. 2) . Twelve schools had graduate programs only, 6 had postgraduate programs only, and 10 had both graduate and postgraduate programs (Fig. 3 ). All schools were asked if they planned to start a course in the next five years, and 14 schools indicated that they would. In interpreting these figures, one must take into account the overlap of graduate and postgraduate courses (10 schools), since it is a rule to start students on a postgraduate status for a certain period of time and to admit them toograduate status later. In some schools the student may continue on the postgraduate status or go on a graduate basis and get a degree instead of the certificate which is given to the person completing the postgraduate program. The University of Illinois is an example of this. As the chart indicates, in 6 schools it was possible to get only the postgraduate certificate; in 12 schools only a graduate degree was available.
Among schools that planned to start a program in five years, the University Number 2 Since a large number of these postdoctoral programs are superimposed on a physical plant that was originally meant for D. D. S. training only, this can be considered quite satisfactory progress, numerically speaking.
NUMBER
OF STUDENTS.
The number of institutions giving training means little unless one knows how many men are being trained each year. The knowledge that a certain number are admitted for each course must be qualified by the length of the course itself. An analysis of the various schools shows that. the number graduated may vary from one to twelve each calendar year. FigTIring is complicated by part-time programs, such as the one at New York T?nivcrsily. special foreign students, and teaching fellowships. An additional difficulty lies in figuring schools which have both graduate and postgraduate programs, as these schools list their maximum capacities twice in the various survegs.
An increasing number of men are workin g on their Ph.D. degrees and, as in the case of teaching fellowships, usually are not included in the snrvcgs of formal orthodontic courses. Some men drop out.; others continue for additional work. It is impossible to arrive at an exact number of graduates. I':ven with the increase in the average course length (Fig. 4) 10 per cent of the profession indicated that they would retire in the next 10 years. An annual retirement figure from all causes now would approach 2 per cent. Many are not working at full capacity; some are partly retired. Case load varies tremendously, so a further conditioning of these figures is essential. An exact work-hour ratio is not possible.
Recognizing the great demand and need for orthodontic care, many dentists have sought formal orthodontic training. In 1958 Faustin Weber's4 survey studied the problem of student selection. School acceptance of applications ranged from a low of 3 per cent to a high of 30 per cent, with an average of 11 per cent. Because of the shortage of available training places, many apply at two or three institutions; thus, t,his percentage does not reflect the true picture. A more realistic figure would be one acceptance for every four applications. The knowledge that only the highest scholastic standing will qualify an applicant has discouraged many a man desiring orthodontic training, however, so it is not unreasonable to assume t,hat orthodontic departments would not have too much difficulty in filling their vacancies with qualified candidates, even if they were able to double their facilities. The increase in course length, coupled with a general reduction in the number of applicants for dentistry proper, has improved the applicant-available space ratio. It is still necessary for a man to have much higher academic standing to get into orthodontics than into the other specialties. Opportunities in less popular specialties go begging in some institutions today.
For applicants who live in states that do not have orthodontic training facilities, the orthodontic manpower problem is still critical. More than onethird of all schools give preference to residents of their own states, excluding many a well-qualified man from some other state. It is unrealistic to outlaw the only means of obtaining orthodontic specialty training in these areas with no school facilities, but great public demand, unless we are prepared to provide equal or better training facilities. Continuation of properly regulated preceptorships under the aegis of the A. A. O., such as those that are now in effect, is desirable. In addition, the establishment of accredited and recognized hospital residencies would help to ease the problem; this subject is discussed further in the section on recommendations. land, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Ijakota, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Even in states in which there arc' schools that offer orthodontic training, the facilities do not begin to cope with thtt demand. For example, both Emory University in Georgia and the University of Alabama take only 2 students for a 24 month course and Nebraska serves a large area with 3 graduate students, and all three schools give preferenecl to state residents. Thus, we see the state of affairs of orthodontic manpower in many areas of our country. Putting it another way, only 21 out of 50 st,ates plus the District of Columbia have orthodontic training facilities. Institutions in 13 out of 21 states have resident-preference rules. Let us think about training men where they are needed most. In our zeal to "uplift the profession'! and to raise standards, we must look at the whole picture. This requires a broad perspective and an ability to appreciate all circumstances which generate conflicting concepts as to just what is best for orthodontics.
Before we move on to the subject of facilities, let us consider the current status of student selection requirements in graduate and postgraduate courses. The variability of requirements between orthodontics and other specialties is quite obvious, as I pointed out earlier. This is due partly to the law of supply February 1963 and demand. As indicated in some detail in my paper in Orthodontics in MidCentury,' there is just no uniformity. Criteria of selection are quite often lower in postgraduate courses than in graduate courses. Fortunately, the great demand for orthodontic training has allowed all schools to pick from the best, and there is relatively little difference from school to school in the actual caliber of students. There is a difference, however, in listed requisites from graduate to graduate and from graduate to postgraduate training facility. A minimum set of requirements must be developed, as I recommended in 1958. On a longrange basis, the consolidation of all institutional training on a graduate basis and the elimination of postgraduate status (except for foreign students perhaps) would be beneficial.
With the rapid growth of orthodontic departments from a mere handful before World War II to more than 35, with the tremendous increase in all postgraduate education, and with specialists competing for space in schools built to educate dentists first, it is no wonder that a great range in physical plants exists. In the older schools particularly, clinical facilities are sparse and decentralized. Some lack adequate research facilities; others have no library or seminar room; still others have no laboratory or laboratory technician and one must double up with other graduate and undergraduate students and "make do. " This is no criticism of any school in particular. Most have done an admirable job of squeezing in graduate programs on already inadequate undergraduate setups. The first duty is to train competent dentists. The cost of land, buildings, equipment, and staff is prohibitive for most private institutions these days. The dental school dean has an almost impossible job in trying to meet the demands of all departments. He has no alternative in many instances but to group similar departments in multi-use facilities. Until new buildings are created, these forced marriages are the only alternative to no graduate training at all.
One unfavorable sequela of inadequate facilities is the pairing off of the orthodontists and pedodontists. Since they both work on children, use the smaller chairs, require similar waiting room facilities, etc., this arrangement seems logical to the harassed dean who is looking for any combination that will make the best of the space deficiency. The services rendered and the training required by the two specialties are vastly different, however. In orthodontics pain is no problem, whereas the raison d'dtre for pedodontics historically evolves from the problems created during a painful dental procedure on an apprehensive, immature, and uncooperative patient. Few dentists wanted to tackle the management problems involved. Pedodontists stepped into the breach and have succeeded admirably in coping with restorative procedures for the young patient, and the demand for their services in this aspect alone exceeds their available time.
However, there has been a creeping encroachment on orthodontics. Use of the same facilities in training, constant association with orthodontists, great public demand for orthodontics and the inadequate supply of trained specialists, the seeming simplicity of appliance adjustments to some who are not aware of the tremendous demands in clinical training and judgment, and other considerations have teamed together to broaden the pedodontic horizon by trespassing on Orthodontic educational opportunity 117
orthodontics. The fact that the pedodontist sees the child first and recognizes an orthodontic problem and his quite honest desire to do so-called ' 'preventive orthodontics ' ' also tend to attract the pedodontist to orthodontics. Such orthodontic therapeutic measures as serial extraction, seemingly so simple, requiring only the removal of teeth without the need for complicated appliances, have had a fatal attraction to some men in the field of children's dentistry. They have realized only too late the great demands of careful diagnostic procedures, an extensive knowledge of growth and development, the importance of Weatment timing, and the ability to step in at the right time with efficient mult.iplc banding techniques, extraoral force, etc. to create the desired dcntofacial health a,nd harmony. Thus, highly important aspects of orthodontics, the oldest specialty in dentistry with the third oldest specialty board in medicine or dentistry, havf. been arrogat.ed by persons who lack the training or ability to treat these cases. For the good of the public we serve, it is imperative that orthodontists safeguard their legitimate field of endeavor. A statement outlining the broad limits of our specialty, prepared by Dr. Dewel in conjunction with officers of botli the American Board of Orthodontics and the American Sssociation of Ortbodontists, appeared in the August, 1960, issue of the AMERICAN JOURN.U, ot' ORTHODONTICS.~ It is most important that we discourage the idea that? just because orthodontists and pedodontists have been forced together by inadequattl physical facilities in the past, this must be the pattern of the future. Rntirt>l:,. separate autonomous departments will best serve both specialties and the public+.
Despite United States Public Health Service matching-fund building 'pi. grams for new schools, it will be some time before conflicts of this type can 1~. resolved. Orthodontics as a whole is wary of federal support, which may 1)~s the leading edge of a two-edged sword, the sharper trailing edge being Catl(!l*ili control.
Where new schools have been built with thought given to graduate training?, beautiful, efficient, unified orthodontic departments exist, with adequat,e clinical. laboratory, research, library, and seminar facilities. More such depart,nlc~nl< are desperately needed.
STAFF. It has been said many times that a school is only as yootl as it 3 teachers. Orthodontic training courses follow this rule. Good students arc inkportant and physical facilities obviously must be adequate, but the best cowsc falls short with inadequate instruction.
Of all the problems in orthodorltic education today, that of staff is the greatest. Solve it, and many others will bo solved in the process. In the past five years there were as many as nine orthodontic departments looking for heads. One waited five years to fill a vaca.ncy while badly needed training facilities remained idle. The survey of staffs hy Faustin Weber in 1958 pointed up the critical need for qualified teachers, and I made a strong point in my paper at that time that this was indeed the Achillt:s heel of orthodontic educati0n.l
It is painfully obvious that there are entirely too few full-time tc~achct*s, too few half-time teachers, and too many half-day-a-week teachers; as a r(;slllt,, there are too few schools with integrated teaching programs. The names of the "big men" could be found in school catalogucs, but try to find these men in person on the clinic floor! Often, in many schools, teaching assignments were handled by recent graduates who were spending part of their time at school until their practices merited more time. Too many full-time men had become half-time men and half-time men had become half-day-a-week men as private practice demands increased. Successful clinicians could be found in teaching capacities, but we have known for a long time in all fields of dentistry that the ability to teach is not automatically tied to the ability to perform. Some of the best clinicians are the poorest teachers. Teaching is not something you "pick up" as you go along. Proper didactic training and experience-with a liberal measure of dedication-are essential. What was true in 3958 is still true, if we are candid in appraising staff and personnel problems in orthodontics.
How many departments have full-time members-full-time orthodontists-on their staff? How many departments have full-time heads ? How many departments have staff members who have been subjected to didactic and forensic training to qualify them for their jobs? Is running a department, where one is responsible for the orthodontic training of anywhere from 5 to 25 men at one time, a full-time job or not? If it takes at least five years for a graduate orthodontist to develop reasonably adequate clinical judgment in a field where diagnostic signposts are not always in full view, how many treatment decisions should be made by the neophyte teacher?
Most of t,he answers can be explained by one word--money. What is true in general education is even more true in orthodontic education. Teachers are relatively poorly paid. A man can do better financially in private practice without much effort. He is his own boss, he makes his own decisions, he renders a service to the community for which he is well paid, and he need not become involved in the politics that sometimes rears its ugly head in educational institutions. Why teach? Who started that vicious quip, "If you can, do; if you can't, teach"? How many times has it been said, "He teaches, because he couldn't make a success in private practice . "p How this maligns the dedicated teacher ; how it wrongs the real pedagogue! Like a kernel of corn in the popper, it has been blown to a size completely out of proportion to the fact. If the respect and recognition that justly belong with teaching are not there, if the sacrifice made by a truly interested and dedicated teacher is the subject of ridicule, if the financial return is poor in teaching but rich in practice, it does not require a clairvoyant to predict the direction most men will turn.
Two things, then-more money and more recognition-are essential. Littlc help can come from school budgets. Federal sltbsidies are another possibility, but the A. A. 0. membership was opposed to this in the survey made in 1958.7 The last alternative is assistance from organized dentistry and orthodontics, as outlined by Dallas MacCauleyll in his 1962 presidential address in Los Angeles.
As an example of what we as a group might do, the A. A. 0. might agree to subsidize 100 full-time teachers in orthodontics, augmenting their present salaries with a $5,000.00 annual stipend each. This $500,000.00 obligation is quite a responsibility.
Spread among 2,500 members, it would amount to only $200.00 per year per man before taxes. Since it is deductible in the form of dues, it In addition to private support from our members, we must approaeh foundations and interest them in supporting free enterprise. At. the same time, limited federal aid with no strings attached concerning student, selection, curriculum control, and related factors would be welcome-and a mu& more worth-while endeavor than some of the unregulated educational support squandered abroad. We should move in and assume a larger role in the educetion of orthodontists, as predicted and recommended b>-our X. A. 0. membership.7 Solving this problem for graduate and post,graduate orthodontic cducation will do much for similar considerations on t,he undergraduate lcvcl and ensure that the didactic assignments in our own field will be handled by ort.h+ dontists, not by others who have inherited them bF default? flowing into a vaeuum created by our prior occupation with private practice. One has only to look ate the increasing number of course announcements from universities these days to see who is giving the "preventive orthodontics" courses or who is writing articles in pediatric and pedodontic journals on limited orthodontic problrnts~ etc.
It is in the basic science teaching assignments that most, ort,hodontic taourscs are best prepared. The current status is good and should improve as exprrit~nel~ with the specific demands of orthodontics is gained. The staff for this phase of orthodontic training is usually adequate. inventive ingenuity, and personal skills and conditioned by the> faculty of common sense, develops the very foundations of a field of endeavor.
Very soon the pioneer realizes that he must organize his thoughts, sift his ideas, and classify and correlate his concepts with attempts at some standardization of values if he is to impart his concept to others. ,4s hypotheses develop into arbitrary rules, he sets up a procedure which will absorb some of the responsibility from the shoulders of the individual and, as Jackson says, precision bcacomes an irresistible attraction.
The profound, compulsive obsession, then, i2
categorizing, classifying, quantifying, and pigeonholing. It effectively suhordinates the creative imagination and inventive ingenuity so necessary in the hirtb and continued development of t,he subject at hand.
The third stage, for both the individual and his field of interest, is a swing February1963 of the magnetic pendulum back toward that wonderful romantic initial stage of appreciation, holding onto choice aspects of the second stage to give the broad perspective of generalization and discretionary evaluation.
In the third stage, the educator realizes that there is more than classification of factual knowledge, that a philosophy based on deductive logic and common sense, tempered by genius, intuitive perception, natural and acquired skills, and creative imagination is the ultimate. Thus, the pyramid of science, philosophy, and art is born (Fig. 6) . 13 Orthodontics fits neatly into this pattern, and I wish that time allowed us to philosophize more, to draw the parallels that exist between the broad concept of educational development and the specialty of orthodontics. Dr. Jackson12 has done this magnificently in his article entitled "Orthodontic Perspective." Orthodontics has revelled in Stage II long enough, clinging to convenient crutches and cliches of classification. In the beginning these crutches served a real purpose, but only as tools to implement and correlate the first developmental stage of orthodontic infancy. In too many instances, the tool became the be-all and end-all of our endeavors. As a strait jacket, appliance systems stifled deductive logic and common sense, inventive ingenuity, and imagination with oppressive dogma. A victim of its own creation, orthodontic education fostered what I like to call the "Procrustean-bed syndrome." Every patient had to fit the mold, even as guests of that mythological innkeeper were stretched or hacked down to size to fit his beds. Formal orthodontic specialty education has had no monopoly on this syndrome. Cults based on strict appliance orientntiou and abject obeisance to doctrinaire rules of procedure have flourished in various areas of the country, under different individuals at different times. It is the responsibility of orthodontic education to carry its students well into Whit.+ head's third stage of development, producing a broad perspective based 011 a blend of basic sciences, clinical philosophies, and an artistic appreciation ot facial form and function-stimulating the students to think, to lead, and not only to follow. Neat formulas, pat treatment procedures, and arbitrary diagnostic templates can only lead to a sterile, proliferating mediocrity. 24s William JamesI the psychologist, has said, "I have expressly avoided the outward appearance of doctrine and system, the definitions, classifications and suldivisions, and multiplications of technical terms, because I knew that these things t,end to substitute an artificial schematism for the living reality!" Such criteria in orthodontics must be the means, not the end.
Obviously, in an appraisal of orthodontic educational opportunity it is not enough to know the number of students being admitted and the facilities ami staff available. What is the current status of orthodontic courses? As in the* other categories, orthodontic education needs some more uniformity than if; present.
DEGREES
OFFERED.
Recognition of specialty orthodontic training is rendered in the form of a degree or certificate. The MS., M.S.D., and M.Se.D. degrer~ are most commonly awarded at the end of a graduate program. The trentl is toward the M.S. only, which may be considered favorable, since it is in linci wit,h degrees given by other academic departments which have graduate stu(ly. Generally speaking, special graduate degrees in dentistry have been considere~l inferior. At present 21 schools give the M.S., 8 give the M.S.D., and 2 give th,k M.Sc.D. (Fig. 7) . As for the doctorate, 3 schools now give t,he Ph.D. am1 one' gives the D.Sc.D., the former being the preferred academic dcgrec.
Where postdoctoral orthodontic training is not under the university graduiltlb school, but under the dental school itself, a certificate of satisfact,ory complctiotl is awarded. As variable as course content and requirements can be for gratfuntc~ degrees-and such variability is admittedly excessive at, present)-the broad range of didactic material in postgraduate courses is greater. In the acatlcmica sphere, certificates largely imply clinical proficiency and arc not, accorded lltrb same measure of recognition as a formal degree. Despite the fact that SOII~(~ postgraduate orthodontic courses compare favorably with graduate courses, I t would be better to gear all courses to the graduate level, under the anspicrs (11 the university's general graduate facnlt,p if possible. All dental cdncation wcw!tl profit as a result. One cannot assume that because a course is longer it is better, but the chances are that at, least the student has more opportunity to learn in a longer course. The trend is in the right direction (Fig. 8) ) with an increase in the a,verage course length from 17 to 22 months in the past five years. Before discussing the particulars of the present orthodontic courses themselves, it is appropriate at this point to refer to Dr. Dcwel's2 perceptive aual,vsis of orthodontics as a specialty: The present Council is convened to implement the A. A. 0. desire to define the major areas of our specialty, even as we study the educational machincr>. by which we inculcate our students with the desired information.
Our intcrcst in curriculum is paramount. As we dissect the corpus and subject the individu;ll parts to impartial scrutiny, the tendency is to stress the negative, even as ttlo pathologist ignores great masses of normal tissue to analyze the abnormal. It is not my intent to imply a proportionate relationship between our problems anct the emphasis placed on them in this article. Rather, I recognize that the greatest, part of orthodontic education is good, much of it outstanding, and that is our springboard. Our aim is to keep this oldest and largest of dental specialties. venerated as it is for its rich and respected traditions, in the vanguard of dental education. I am confident that other specialties are also engaging in a similar engendered in dental education over just how much training should be "practical" and how much should be "theoretical. " Basic sciences are usually relegated to the latter category, but with strenuous objections from some educators who believe that we already have too much clinical emphasis in dentistry because of the primarily mechanical tradition and daily practice procedures. A proper balance should be established. But what ratio creates the balance? The Education Committee of the A. A. 0. tackled this problem last year and recommended that the student should devote at least half of his time to clinical practice and laboratory work, with the other half being spent on reading assignments, formal lectures, seminars, and research. Such is not the case in some graduate and postgraduate courses today. Without naming names, it would not be difficult to find a course dominated by theory and basic science any more than it would be hard to find one in which little more than lip service is paid to head and neck anatomy, growth and development, anthropology, genetics, oral physiology, etc. It is my earnest hope that we can develop a brochure incorporating the essentials of an adequate advanced training program in orthodontics, as the oral surgeons have done in their field, financed by the Fund for Dental Education.159 IF Such a manual would not only help us across the country, but it would have world-wide appeal. Australia and New Zealand, for example, are just now setting up graduate programs and look to us for guidance. As an excellent starting point, the curriculum developed by Study Group II at the University of Michigan Workshop is recommended and approved as an integral part of the August, 1960, "Survey of the Specialty of Orthodontics" compiled by Dewe1.l' 2 The required subjects, electives, and suggested clock hours are given in the recommendations section of this article.
The great diversity of appliance philosophies and techniques offered in graduate and postgraduate training is evident in the compilations of the 1958 A. A. 0. Survey. + 5 Equally variable is the number of hours spent by each student in clinical practice during the first or second year of training. Department heads were asked to record the clinical experience and appliance techniques used. The averages are 564.5 hours for the first year and 553.3 hours for the second pear, but the array of individual time estimates is tremendous. Figures range from 15 hours per week to 304 per year to 1,281 clock hours for the first year. There is no cluster around any particular time estimate. The same spread is in effect for the second year, ranging from a low of 260 to a high of 1,105 hours. Some minimum standard is clearly necessary.
With reference to appliance philosophies and techniques, each department head was asked to estimate the amount of time spent on edgewise, universal, twin-wire, labiolingual, and removable appliances in his school's graduate clinics. The range on edgewise appliances was from 10 per cent at the University of Alabama to 100 per cent at St. Louis University and the University of Washington. Labiolingual percentages ranged from 0 to 50, and similar variations were demonstrated for other appliances. Nineteen schools taught the edgewise Number 2 Orthodontic educutiond opportunity 1 Zi technique (56.6 per cent), 12 schools taught the twin arch technique (20.1 per cent), 12 schools taught the labiolingual technique for an average of 16.2 pc:r cent of the total case load, 4 schools allocated an average of 2.1 per cent of the i,ime to headgear treatment, and the same number of schools averaged 2.1 peg' c>ent for the Crozat appliance. In postgraduate courses the range is even grcatcr. both in clinical hours and in appliance emphasis. ,4mong graduate schools, the ' ' all-or-none law ' ' is in evidence in three schools, and essentially so in f'olu, others. Similar ' 'feast-or-famine" percentages are encountered in postgraduate orthodontic courses. The Council on Education of the A. 9. 0. considers Ihis overwhelming emphasis on one appliance undesirable in the light of bitter (:sperience in the military service and the festering problem of transfer casts. They recommended the following :
3. Since the transfer of patients in orthodontics is such a problem, even though it is not possible to "master" even one appliance or system of orthodontic therapy in the graduate program, it is advisable to emphasize one appliance technique and to familiarize the graduate student with more than one of the other most commonly used appliance tccllniqurs by lecture and clinical experience.
2. Students should treat a sufficient number of patients, using each type of mechanotherapy, in order to be proficient. Merely reading the theory will not suffice; the student must have clinical experience."' It is safe to say that the percentages given above would be completely different today with the great swing to the use of the so-called differential light forces. In many instances, the term "edgewise" or "t,win-wire" would now refer on137 to the band attachment and not to the philosophy of treatment, In this respect, the impact of the differential light forces has been good, for it has broken down many of the system barriers and cultism tendencies in certain areas. So long as it does not supplant them with a similar image-oriented system, emphasizing technical procedures instead of principles, orthodontics is the bencficiary. However, evidence at hand indicates that erangelistic fervor in some' quarters is working at cross purposes with the broadening trend.
RESEARCH
REQUIREMENTS.
Not much needs to be said on this subject. Generally speaking, a research project and thesis are part of the work required for a master's degree. In postgraduate training this is not usually the case, although in some courses research projects are assigned as an academic exercise to familiarize the student with research methodology. We can be quite proud of orthodontic research over the years. More research has been done on a graduate level in orthodontics than in any other field. Tn t.he same spirit of self-csamination. howerer, we should be critical of our efforts where they have fallen shori of adequate. In no facet of orthodontic education has t,his happened more &on than in research. Under the guise of that magic word resenvch, we have emulated the metaphysicians of the Middle Ages, who wrote great taracts on the number" of angels on the head of a pin. Biometricians point out the incredible na'ivetc of orthodontic research in the early 1950's when everybody was rushing in tcl join the "great numbers racket" by calling it cephalometric investigation. Also Am. J. Orthodontics February 1963 apparent has been the egocentric tendency for some schools or groups to rely only on research they have done ("the only true research" as the head of one department told his graduate students), ignoring the efforts of others which might conceivably be of some value.
The great stimulus given dental research by the United States Public Health Service and the National Institutes of Health has also benefited orthodontics, and most of the research projects are on a firm basis. The caliber of research being done in different institutions is still excessively variable, however, and there are still entirely too few men capable of directing graduate student research, let alone carrying it on independently.
As long as research is used as "window dressing" in some institutions, as long as graduate students engage in undirected or misdirected projects merely to satisfy academic requirements, and as long as research projects are chosen at random with no over-all coordination, we are making a farce out of this phase of orthodontic education. The need for integrated research programs is great, and recommendations will be made later on this subject.
PRECEPTORSHIPS. No appraisal of the adequacy of orthodontic educational opportunity can be complete without a brief analysis of this time-honored method of training. AS we all know, many of our greatest leaders in medicine and dentistry have emerged from such associations. I do not propose to go into the controversy that has been engendered over preceptorship versus graduate training.
There is no argument by anybody that a good graduate course is superior to most preceptorships or that some properly guided preceptorships are superior to many graduate courses. We must ask ourselves: "What is best for the most? " Certainly not those preceptorships that in the past have been nothing more than glorified slave labor for a man whose practice is so busy that he needs someone else to do the heavy work and thus increase the office income. Certainly not the graduate or postgraduate courses which distinguish themselves by giving degrees for regurgitated textbook material that a competent student could master in half the time or by putting the big names in the catalogues and having the recent graduates do the teaching.
The crucial question is : "Is there sufficient adequate orthodontic educational opportunity provided by graduate and postgraduate training today to meet the demand?" As an educator with two graduate degrees and 18 pears of graduate teaching under my belt, and as one who has seen as many orthodontic departments on the face of this globe as anybody, I must answer, in all fairness, a resounding '(No!" The map that shows 29 of our 50 states with no formal orthodontic training possibilities speaks for itself (Fig. 5) . The knowledge that schools in 13 of the 21 states with formal courses have resident-preference rules and the fact that the demand for all orthodontic training facilities far exceeds the supply of ava.ilable places means that we are not meeting the present challenge, let alone the increasing demands of an expanding and better-educated public.
In that any appreciable increase is unlikely. The present trend is toward a dccreasc in such programs because of the tremendous responsibility and amount of work imposed on the preceptor; yet a decrease such as that proposed by Resolution 2. which was passed by the American Dental L4ssociation last year, is unthinkabl~~ unless we are prepared to substitute equivalent educational opportunity. It ih unrealistic to look to schools for this help in the immediate future. The l)t*crjec*-tions that I made in 1958, based on the current rate of increase, that we would have 400 to 450 students in graduate and postgraduate training by 1965 havlr already been met. The schools are doing a good job, numberwisc, in certain arc'as of the c0untry.7* 24 HOSPITAL RESIDENCIES AND INTERNSHIPS.
At present there arc no regulated and approved orthodontic hospital residencies, although they exist in other specialties. The problem is under intensive study by our president, Dr. Six mann, and by the Council on Education and Hospital Residencies of the Ameri can Dental Association. Our members strongly approved the idea of orthodontic: internships (Fig. 9) in their replies to my questionnaire of 1959, and it is reasonable to expect some help in the orthodontic manpower picture after 111~ A. A. 0. has had an opportunity to study the situation completely in conjuncliotr with the A. D. A. agencies. Definitive criteria are essentiaLI" Vnless regulnt,iolt and accreditation are effective, hospital residencies and internships could becomt: a greater evil than the worst orthodontic course or unregulated preceptorshi.1~. 1 7n~lt~~ the protcctivc mantle of an institnt.ion, these lmits would 1~ largol\ autonomous. In the hands of poorly trained or unscrulmlons men. 1.1~~ co~llrl render ;I tremendous disservice to the public and the dent,al profession. We mu~i study the programs further and not be forced to make ill-advised stol)gap (11x-cisions because of the pressure of orthodontic demands.
Am. d. Orthodontics
February 19fi3
RECOI\IMENDATIONS
In our study of the current status of the adequacy of orthodontic educational opportunity, I have pointed out again and again the prime need for some minimum standard. The central theme running through all our recommendat,ions is more uniformity.
No system can undergo the tremendous expansion that orthodontic education has shown since World War II wit,hout having problems. It is time for us to consolidate our gains, eliminate our deficiencies, and then forge ahead to meet the challenge of the future. The following recommendations are made with a view to improving and widening the scope of formal training in orthodontics : Student selection 1. IJniform entrance requirements should be established. With more and more dental schools setting up their post-D.D.S. training programs under the general graduate faculty of the university, student-selection criteria will become less of a problem. The graduate schools have precise requisites for applicants, and dentistry should be expected to follow them. Fortunately, the demand for training in orthodontics has been so great that admissions committees could choose from the best applicants. In general, a "B" average in dental school is a reasonable requirement. Foreign students, where accepted, should conform to t,he sam(' academic status if they are degree candidates.
2. There should be a loosening of resident-preference rules in student applications to help alleviate the immediate over-all manpower problem in states with no training facilities. Such a program could be helped with grants from the National Institutes of Health or from the states in question. A subsidy would be necessary over and above the tuition, which does not cover the cost of educating an orthodontist.
As more facilities become available, the program could be gradually reduced.
3. The number of students enrolled in each course should bc increased. A minimum of 5 students per class is not considered unreasonable if there are adequate facilities. At present, there are nine institutions taking fewer than 5 students per class. By doubling up on clinical facilities, by careful scheduling, and by considering curriculum changes to accommodate more men in lecture courses when clinical facilities are taxed, some schools should bc able to increase the annual number of trainees.
4. Graduate and postgraduate student requirements should be harmonized. Too often the postgraduate requirements are below those for graduate applicants. The man who completes the postgraduate course is considered a second-class citizen in the eyes of some of his confreres.
5. More women should be encouraged to select orthodontics as a career. All tests have shown that women are admirably suited for the detailed work of appliance fabrication and that, as in pediatrics and C. The department head should devote 80 per cent of his time to teaching and only 20 per cent to administration, as recommended by the Michigan 1Vorkshop.l It is a sad commentary on our situation today that many part-time heads spend most of their time answering correspondence and making administrative decisions. This is work that could be delegated to others. Efficient secretarial assistance is a must.
D. Salaries must be revised sharply upward to reduce the great discrepancy between private practice returns and academic salaries. This is one of the most critical of all the problems facing orthodontics today, and it deserves immediate attention if we are to maintain even the present level of orthodontic education. The use of funds from the National Instit,utes of Health is one possibility, but we should seriously consider direct subsidy from the American Association of Orthodontists.ll An assessment of $200.00 per member per year would hc sufficient to provide salary increases of $5,000.00 per year for two key men in each orthodontic department in this country. Alumni shoultl earmark their contributions for orthodontic department faculty salaries. As we know, such contributions may be deducted from thr donor's income tax. It may be practical to combine federal aid with an A. A. 0. subsidy, despite the implications of greater governmental influence.
E. The broader use of intramural practice for both department heads and staff should bc investigated. Pilot programs have been successful .
Staff Members
A. Sala.ry increases are the first order of business. These should bc made via the same avenues open and suggestctl for department heads.
B. A minimum of one full-time member, in addition to the department head, is essential. On a short-range basis, the minimum for tbcl balance of the staff could be one half-day per week per quarter or scmester, as recommended by the Michigan Workshop.1 On a long-range basis, four half-days per week would be a workable minimum folb regular staff members with a,cademic appointments.
C. If possible, a staff member should be assigned the responsibility for a particular aspect of the total graduate program and should, in turn, be directly responsible to the department head. Delegation of authority in this manner will free the chairman from some of the more onerous duties.
D. If at all possible, when permanent staff appointment,s arc made, preference should be given to those who have had special teacher training. (Such a teacher-trainin, Q course is under consideration at t,llck TJniversity of Michigan, with federal funds to cover the expenses.) E. Staff members should be encouraged to do independent rcsearch and to have research training so that they can direct student rcsearch. Time and facilities should be placed at t,heir disposal. More research fellowships should be made available. Every effort should be made to encourage continued self-education by staff members, even to l.he point of requiring a periodic staff report, on personal research efforts.
I?. A full-time orthodontic technician should be part of the staff', to relieve the staff members and student,s from work normally done in practice by others.
G. An audio-visual technician should be available to assist thy staff member in developing his teaching program. The use of television and audio-visual tapes for technique training will increase the teaching c3ciency of the department. The Education Committee of t,he A. A. (1. recognizes the need for such audio-visual aids and is developing a seri('s of them for its members and for schools and students.
13. Arrangements should he made with the staffs of other institnl-ions for exchange professorships to permit, the student to obtain a widrr educational experience. Thr A. A. 0. could srt up a lecture pool to assist in this endeavor.
The course itself This is the heart of our problem. The delicate balance that must. 1~ established is pointed up b9 a quotation from a. paper on "Advanced Education in Dentistry" by Dean Killianr R. ;1Tann'" of the Univcrsit~ of Michigan : Thus, in the suggested graduate curriculum there would be 1,035 clock hours set aside for required subjects, 150 clock hours designated for the study of elective subjects, 1,800 clock hours for clinical and laboratory sessions, and 2,985 total clock hours for the graduate curriculum as recommended by the Orthodontic Workshop.
2. Course length should be standardized. The suggested curriculum was made to conform to a minimum of 18 months, or two academic years. If the 24 months recommended by the A. A. 0. Education Committee is to be the preferred length, clock ho~m would have to be changed correspondingly. Other subjects, such as anthropology, muscle t,raining, and speech, might be incorporated. In addition, some of the electives list,ed would be made mandatory.
3. Degrees should be standardized. The M.S. degree is preferable, in line with the degrees awarded in other graduate fields.
4. All courses should be made a part of the university graduat,e school, or given the same standards.
5. Postgraduate orthodontic courses should be eliminated. 6. A broad appliance orientation and balance should be maintained in the over-all balance of basic science and clinical curriculum. Emphasis should be on fundamentals, principles, and philosophies rather than on a technique-dominated dogma. 7. A comprehensive, long-range research program leading to significant data should be instituted. Multiple parts of the problem should be assigned to graduat,e students to give them an appreciation of research organization and methodology and, at the same time, to allow their efforts to really mean something in the total departmental research picture. Six months for the project should be sufficient for preparing a thesis also.
8. A special teacher-training program should be instituted at selected schools under A. A. 0. support, with help from the National Institutes of Health, or both. Training in research methodology and guiding others in research would be part of such a program. 9. The possibility of instituting a training program for ancillary aides, similar to the New Zealand dental nurse arrangement, should bc with the facetious definition of the specialist, "one who knows nrore and more al,out less and less." A definition that .sl~o@ld characterize him as a specialist would be a "lnoad man sharp ened to a point."
